SaaS Management Platform
for Office 365 and other SaaS
Committed to helping enterprise organizations
maximize their SaaS investments

What makes
CoreView
different?
CoreView extends
the Microsoft native
capabilities to:
Protect M365
environments
Effectively manage
M365 and SaaS
Optimize SaaS
investments

It’s our mission to reduce the risks of deploying M365 and SaaS applications,
while automating day-to-day management, and optimizing your SaaS investment.
We revolutionize the administrative experience with info at your fingertips.

SaaS Management Platform
As digital transformation and SaaS adoption accelerate, organizations need to
protect their data, effectively manage the devices and users that access it, and
enable IT to optimize M365 and SaaS investments. CoreView augments and
extends the native Microsoft Admin Center to revolutionize the admin experience
by doing what is not possible with native tools.
CoreView provides:
 Virtual tenants for splitting the Admin span of control for segregation of
duties, and dispersed IT groups
 RBAC (Role-based Access Control) for granular control of administrative tasks
 Enforcement of your security policies, including guidelines from CIS and NIST
 Retention of event data –30 billion events retained last year across all our
customers – allowing for deep forensics so that you know exactly what
happened during any security incidents

“Our organization is
completely distributed
around the globe. We
had to have a solution like
CoreView to partition our
tenant so we could delegate
admin rights to remote
IT groups in 60 different
countries.”
ISMAEL CARLO
Global IT Services Manager, Fugro
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 Automated workflows to eliminate the tedious and error prone tasks, including provisioning and deprovisioning
which could leave your data and systems vulnerable
 Discovery of SaaS applications being used, potentially wasting money and creating security risks
 Actionable analytics so that you have the info you need at your fingertips, all in a single console for immediate use
 License management and optimization, so you can allocate licenses and license costs, right-size licenses according
to user usage, and return or deactivate unused and unassigned licenses
 Adoption of desired products, with internal email campaigns and learning videos
 Document scanning and tagging for GDPR and CCPA compliance
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Office 365 Protection,
Management, & Optimization

Usage and Trending Reports
for Teams

Office 365 License Management
& Reporting

Office 365 Auditing, PII Scanning,
& GDPR Compliance

Automate User Onboarding
(& Offboarding)

Just In Time
Learning Training Videos

Forensic Security Auditing for
O365 & Azure AD

Office365 Adoption Campaigns
& Usage Reports

Discover &
Control Shadow IT

SharePoint Document Taxonomy
& Classification

Seamless On-premises
& SaaS Management
A best practice services approach for CoreView products

CoreView is the most powerful and easy to use SaaS management platform that helps organizations avoid security risks, reduce
operating costs, and improve productivity. CoreView comprehensively discovers, analyzes, and manages Microsoft 365 and other
SaaS applications, with a single-pane interface that provides total visibility and granular management to maximize your ROI.
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